working against the plane|
As designers and critical thinkers, we contantly find our
selves met with some barrier that must be assessed and dealt
with. Some only delay our progress slightly while others are
imovable. Some are are painful to remove and some reveal
themselves to be unseen opportunities to define something
meaningful about a time or place. The Downtown Studio’s
current state exemplifies each of these instances. The design
for the redefinition of the Downtown Studio’s seeks to work
againts the horizontal planes [namely the floor and ceiling] of
the space to define areas of muliple use without imposing solid
walls that choke visual continuity within the space.
There is life at night in the city. People wander into the studios
as they walk down the street wondering what it is they glimpsed
from outside. The visitor has stumbled on a point of intense
activity. Working hands and their crafts are on display in the
lowered studios that are visible from the street. Interface with
the community becomes a piece of the program. How does
the Downtown Studio begin to interact with the twenty, thirty,
forty, or fifty something year old man walking past on his way
home from dinner on a Friday night? The eye is caught by the
ephemeral–the image. Past a short hall of screens, one finds
a few of the students and architects who produce the images
that drew the visitor in. The Downtown Studio begins to serve
as both a learning tool for students and the community. The
space is open and many different processes are on display
at any given time. This space is not about an ego; it is a
workshop, meant house the process of making architecture
and formulating ideas.
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wall of screens

woodshop storage.
woodshop.

lasrer cutter and plotter with respective workstations.

media lab.
kitchen + restroom area.
countertop.

all appliances under

faculty work stations. frosted glass enclosure seven
feet in height.

secondary review space. the auditorium lowers three
feet into the slab to separate it from the working spaces
surrounding it. a blackout curtain is stored within the wall
at the front of the seating area that may be pulled when
necessary. the back of the curtain would have a white
backing towards the studio spaces when in use.
storage and technical closet accessible to both review
spaces. seating for the larger review space and a
collapsible conference table may also be stored within.
large review space. each wall may be used in review.
drawings may be tacked to the glass with special
adhesive. chairs may be stacked in the storage closet
between the two review spaces in order to clear the
floor for travelling ehibitions, receptions, and ETCDC
and AIAETN meetings.
the studio. the studio level is sunken three feet below
entry and street level. students at work are more
easily seen by passersby during the day in an attempt
to showcase the purpose of the building. student and
faculty lockers are stored under the walkway running
along the above right edge of the studio. the roof above
the studios is sloped down to meet the tops of the
windows and is painted white to pull as much natural
light towards the southern wall as is possible. a gap
exists between sections of the ceiling and occur at each
column to allow opportunities for indirect lighting to the
studios below.
the use of solid partitions is specifically avoided to allow
the space to feel as open and collaborative as possible.
division between spaces is acheived through change in
level and glass partitions. along the studio edge, large,
vertically sliding panels for student work are hung on
tracks between and attached to the columns providing
opportunities for work to be displayed on both sides and
at varying heights.
ETCDC. employees may enter through either the
elevator vesibule or the main entrance of the Downtown
Studio in the hopes of identifying both the College and
ETCDC as independent, yet collaborative entities within
the building.
wall of screens. visitors and passers-by to the
Downtown Studio will be greeted by seven screens
hung with the longest dimension running vertically and
constantly rolling images of current projects in Knoxville,
student work, and College and ETCDC announcements.
the two foot high display bases would be removed and
the floor would be continuous with the finished concrete
floor on the intereior. no wall would separate the display
areas from the other interio spaces and would consist
of an all glass front. a set of two doors, one at four foot
wide and another at seven foot wide to allow both large
items and individuals to enter conveniently.

